1 Bayesian optimization
Bayesian optimization for Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC)
To provide additional background information, we provide here a detailed description of the Bayesian optimization method we used to adaptively tune the tuning parameters of the HMC algorithm.
Following the standard Bayesian optimization methodology, we set Γ to be a box constraint such that Γ = {( , L) :
The parameter L is discrete. The parameter is continuous, but since it is one-dimensional, we can discretize it using a very fine grid.
Since the true objective function is unknown, we specify a zero-mean Gaussian prior over it:
where k(·, ·) is the covariance function. Given a vector of noisy evaluations of the objective functionr i = {r k } i k=1 evaluated at points {γ k } i k=1 , we form the dataset
. Using Bayes rule, we arrive at the posterior predictive distribution over the unknown objective function (see Rasmussen and Williams (2006) for more details): 
11:
if u < min [1, exp{U (w (i) 
13: else 14: Let (w (i+1) , m (i+1) ) := (w (i,0) , m (i,0) ) 15:
end if
16: end for
We adopt an automatic relevance determination covariance function with k(γ i , γ j ) = exp(− The Gaussian process simply provides a surrogate model for the true objective. The surrogate can be used to efficiently search for the maximum of the objective function. In particular, it enables us to construct an acquisition function u(·) that tells us which parameters γ to try next. The acquisition function uses the Gaussian process posterior mean to predict regions of potentially higher objective values (exploitation). It also uses the posterior variance to detect regions of high uncertainty (exploration). Moreover, it effectively trades-off exploration and exploitation. Different acquisition functions have been proposed in the literature, including Mockus (1982) ; Srinivas et al. (2010) ; Hoffman et al. (2011) . We adopt a variant of the Upper Confidence Bound (UCB) (Srinivas et al., 2010) , modified to suit our application: u(γ, s|D i ) = µ i (γ, s) + p i β 1 2 i+1 σ i (γ).
As in standard UCB, we set β i+1 = 2 log
, where d is the dimension of Γ and δ is set to 0.1. The parameter p i ensures that the diminishing adaptation condition of Roberts and Rosenthal (2007) is satisfied. Specifically, we set p i = (max{i−k+1, 1}) −0.5 for some k ∈ N + . As p i goes to 0, the probability of Bayesian optimization adapting γ vanishes. For efficiency, we also impose a hard limit N adapt to the number of adaptation steps. A detailed convergence analysis is presented in Wang et al. (2013) .
The acquisition function also includes a scalar scale-invariance parameter s, such that µ i (γ, s) =k rescale the rewards to the same range each time we encounter a new maximal reward.
Computational cost of Adaptive Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (AHMC)
Gaussian processes require the inversion of the covariance matrix and, hence, have complexity O(i 3 ), where i is the number of iterations. Fortunately, thanks to our annealing schedule, the number of unique points in our Gaussian process grows sub-linearly with the number of iterations. This slow growth makes it possible to adopt kernel specification techniques, as proposed by Engel (2005) , to drastically reduce the computational cost without suffering any loss in accuracy.
Following Wang et al. (2013) , in all our experiments, we set α = 4, k = 100, and m = B k , where B is the number of burn-in samples. In our experience, the algorithm is robust with respect to these settings and we used the same set of parameters throughout our experiments.
Running time of previous CTMC gradient computation methods
We review here the analysis of the running time of previous methods for computing the gradient of individual entries of a rate matrix from a partially observed Continuous Time Markov Chains (CTMC). A good review of the state-of-the-art method can be found in Kenney and Gu (2012) . 1 Kenney and Gu (2012) summarize the running time on page 25 as O(K(P + |E|)|X | 2 ) (translating their notation to ours).
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Close inspection of the analysis on page 40, step 2, reveals that a term of O(P |X | 3 )
is absorbed in this overall running time. This term arises from the multiplication of the matrix of derivative of the rate matrix with respect to each parameter with a fixed dense matrix coming from the eigen-decomposition (see the definition of N β in Theorem 1 of Kenney and Gu (2012) ). It takes into account the caching of the eigen-decomposition.
Absorbing the O(P |X |
is reasonable given that the number of sites K is often larger than the number of CTMC states |X | in practice. However, it highlights the fact that when the number of parameters is of order O(|X | 2 ), previous methods will scale as O(|X | 5 ). Moreover, the entire algorithm needs to be started from scratch after each of the L leapfrog step, giving an overall running time of O(L|X | 5 ).
Cached-Uniformization method
We use uniformization for exact sampling from a CTMC conditional on the initial and ending states. The key idea of uniformization is to transform a continuous time Markov process to a discrete one subordinated to a Poisson process. The general procedure of uniformization is described in Hobolth and Stone (2009) .
Uniformization is based on a transition probability constructed from the rate matrix by adding self-transitions (virtual jumps):
Given two states at the two end-points of a single branch the posterior distribution over the number of jumps (which can be either between distinct states, or selftransitions) J is given by:
Given the number of transitions J = j and the end-points, the list of states visited is obtained by simulating a discrete Markov chain of lengths j + 2, where the first state conditioned to be x 1 , the last state, x 2 , and the transitions probabilities are given by B.
Finally, the location of the jumps (between distinct states, or self-transitions) are obtained by simulating J independent uniform numbers and sorting them. The selftransitions can be discarded as a post-processing step.
The computational bottleneck of this process is the evaluation of B j x1,x2
for various powers of j. If one is concerned with a single branch, it may be attractive to do this computation in the following way:
where e x is the standard basis vector with a one at entry x, and equal to zero otherwise. This yields a running time of J|X | 2 .
However, since the matrix B is shared among all sites and all branches, it becomes attractive to store the powers of B in a phylogenetic context. This requires a more expensive compute time of |X | 3 per power, but this pays off in a phylogenetic context, since most branches have moderate lengths, which implies that the number of transitions per branch is also moderate.
We use a cache taking the form of a list, cache, initialized to contain a single element:
We retrieve from the cache using the procedure get and cache(j), defined as follows:
1. If the length of the list cache is smaller than j, store in cache[j] the product of the matrices B and get and cache(j − 1).
Return cache[j].
We denote by M e the expectation of the number of times Step 1 requires the computation of a matrix multiplication, over the full process of resampling once the auxiliary variable Z.
Using this cache, we sample Z as follows (writing in brackets the total running time of each step over the entire process of resampling once the auxiliary variable Z:
Compute the sum-product algorithm, and use its output to sample reconstructed states for every end-point of every branch and site (see the Background section of the main paper for details). {Reversible case:
non-reversible case: |E| · |X | 3 + K|E| · |X | 2 + K|E| · |X | (both in the reversible and non-reversible cases, the first two terms account for the computation of the sum-product algorithm, and the last term is the cost of sampling internal reconstructions)} (a) Simulate J = j using the following method:
3 ) (using the cache of the exponentiated transition matrix, and the cached matrix exponential/diagonalization (step 4))} B. If s > u, break the inner loop. {K|E|M e } 3 As in the previous section, we present the algorithm in the context of a phylogenetic tree with K sites. We recover the case of a time series as a special case by setting K = 1. 4 In the reversible case, the running time assumes that matrix exponentiation is performed via diagonalization (at the cost of |X | 3 ) (Moler and Van Loan, 1978) . In the non-reversible case, the matrix exponentials can be computed using the Pade method at a cost of |E| · |X | 3 (Moler and Van Loan, 1978) .
(b) Simulate J uniform numbers in the interval [0, ∆] , and sort them to obtain a list u 1 < u 2 < · · · < u J . {This can be done in time K|E|M e by simulating spacings via exponential random variables and normalizing them (Carpenter et al., 1999 )} (c) To sample the path, initialize a current state x to the first end point, x 1 , and loop over i = 1, 2, . . . , J:
i. Form a vector of posterior transition probabilities p = (p 1 , . . . , p |X | ), with entry x given by:
{KM e |E| · |X |} ii. Normalize the entries in p to form a probability distribution, and sample from it to obtain a new statex. {KM e |E| · |X |} iii. Update the sufficient statistics c and h using the transition (x,x) and corresponding time u i+1 − u i . {KM e |E|} iv. Update the current state, x ←x. {KM e |E|}
In the reversible case, the running time is O(K|E| · |X |
and in the non-reversible case,
We also investigate the relationship between the branch lengths and the cache size using cached uniformization to sample Z. We generate pairs of DNA sequences of 5000 sites under Gtr with branch lengths from 0.2 to 5 with step size 0.2. See Figure 7 . The figure indicates that the cache size increases linearly as the branch length increases.
Running time for the gradient computation via auxiliary variables
The running time of the precomputation step is analyzed in the previous section. In general, the dominant term will be |E|K|X | 2 , namely the cost of a sum-product execution. Importantly, this factor is not multiplied by the number leapfrog steps, as we are not required to refresh the auxiliary variable at each leapfrog step.
We now compute the running time of the operations that need to be computed at each leapfrog step j, which boils down to computing ∇U z (i) (w (i,j) ). Naively, this would take O(|X | 2 P ). However, we can exploit the fact that ϕ(x, x ) is often sparse.
denotes the total number of non-zero entries across all possible features, then ∇U z (i) (w (i,j) ) can be computed in time O(s), therefore, computation of an HMC iteration has a running time of O(sL). In all examples presented in the paper, s ∈ O(|X | 2 ).
Note that this type of sparsity is distinct from the sparsity in the matrix Q exploited in previous work (Rao and Teh, 2013) . In our examples, Q is not sparse.
Gradient computation for the reversible, normalized parameterization
In this section, we derive the gradient expression for the reversible, normalized model introduced the main paper. The derivation is lengthy, but note that the auxiliary variable Z makes it possible to generate gradient calculation code directly from the augmented joint distribution, for example using Stan. In contrast, as discussed in the main manuscript, this is not practical without conditioning on the auxiliary variable Z. We show the expression of the gradient here for completeness. The partial derivatives have been verified numerically using numerical differentiation. The log-likelihood with the normalized rate matrix is:
Computing the gradient is now reduced to a routine derivation yielding:
where:
Modelling language
Our framework can incorporate as special cases most existing DNA, amino acid and codon evolution models. For simplicity, we take the HKY85 model (Hasegawa et al., 1985) as an example to show how to represent a previously constructed rate matrix using our framework. We start by showing mathematically how the classical HKY85 model is translated into features and weights. We then show concretely how it is input into our software implementation using a small, JSON-based modelling language.
The classic representation of HKY85 model is
) to ensure that the expected base change per unit time is one, and the diagonal elements, "*", enforce that each row sums to zero. The "A" and "G" nucleotides contain bases that belong to a chemical group known as purines, while the C and T nucleotides contain bases that belong to a chemical group known as pyrimidines. Importantly, substitutions are more frequent between members of the same chemical group, motivating the addition of an extra parameter, κ, to differentiate these intragroup substitutions (transitions) from intergroup substitutions (transversions).
To encode this under our Bayesian rate matrix GLMs, we set θ({x, x }) = 1 and π (x) = 1, allowing us to simplify our model into:
x,x (w).
We have w ∈ R 5 , as there are four univariate feature used to calculate the stationary distribution for the four states "A", "C", "G", "T" and one bivariate feature to differentiate transitions from transversions. Univariate features are determined by only one state in the state space X , while bivariate features are characterized by an unordered pair of states. We represent the weights as a vector w = (w A , w C , w G , w T , w κ )
T . The sufficient statistic of the π-exponential family for x = A is ψ(A) = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0)
T , while for x = C, it is ψ(C) = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0)
T . The normalization used to calculate the stationary distribution is given by:
The stationary distribution π x (w), where x ∈ {A, C, G, T} may be calculated as (we take the case of x = A without loss of generality)
.
For the sufficient statistics of the φ-exponential family, if the substitution between x, x is a transition,
Using the above results, we can now calculate the rates, which for a transition between A and G would be
If the substitution is a transversion between a purine A and a pyrimidine C,
Equation (6.1) and Equation (6.2) show the equivalence of classic HKY85 rate matrix representation and our weights, feature construction.
We now provide here the JSON file for the HKY85 read by software implementation.
{ " nCategories " : 1 , " or deredLat ents " : [ " A " , " C " , " G " , " T " ] , " fullSupport " : true , " unaryFeatures " : [ { " state " : { " categoryIndex " : 0 , " latent " : " A " } , " features " : { " statio ( A ) " : 1 . 0 } } , { " state " : { " categoryIndex " : 0 , " latent " : " C " } , " features " : { " statio ( C ) " :
" bi naryFeat ures " : [ { " state 0 " : { " categoryIndex " : 0 , " latent " : " A " } , " state 1 " : { " categoryIndex " : 0 , " latent " : " G " } , " features " : { " isTransition " : 1 . 0 } } , { " state 0 " : { " categoryIndex " : 0 , " latent " : " C " } , " state 1 " : { " categoryIndex " : 0 , " latent " : " T " } , " features " : { " isTransition " :
Here, "unaryFeatures" represents the univariate features and "binaryFeatures" represents the bivariate features. For example, " unaryFeatures " : { " state " : { " categoryIndex " : 0 , " latent " : " A " } , " features " : { " statio ( A ) " : 1 . 0 } } indicates that when the "latent" state is A (the terminology "latent" is used since it is possible to have the emissions different than the states in the CTMC, a feature not needed here-by default, latents and emissions are assumed to match), the elements in ψ(A) should be zero everywhere, except for the coordinate corresponding to univariate feature A, equivalently, ψ(A) = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0) T . Here, "statio(A)" is an arbitrary string used to index the coordinates of the weights and sufficient statistics. The only assumption is that this string should be distinct to the other feature labels.
Next, let us look at a "binaryFeatures":
{ " state 0 " : { " categoryIndex " : 0 , " latent " : " A " } , " state 1 " : { " categoryIndex " : 0 , " latent " : " G " } , " features " : { " isTransition " : 1 . 0 } } which means that if the substitution is between "A" and "G", the value of the "isTransition" feature coordinate should be one, indicating φ({A, G}) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1)
T .
Finally, the header gives general information on the state space:
{ " nCategories " : 1 , " or deredLat ents " : [ " A " , " C " , " G " , " T " ] , " fullSupport " : true , } "nCategories : 1" refers to the fact that no rate variations or other latent structure is assumed. In general, the number of categories can be any positive integer. The different latent states can each have their own combination of features. Finally, "orderedLatents : ["A", "C", "G", "T"]" simply represents the state in the CTMC. In this example, our state space consists of four nucleotides ["A","C","G","T"]. "fullSupport : true" indicates that the base measure is uniform, i.e. all transitions between states are allowed (otherwise, an adjacency graph can be provided).
Full weights in the synthetic data experiments
Weights $state [ 1 ] " A " " R " " N " " D " " C " " Q " " E " " G " " H " " L " " I " " K " " M " " F " " P " " S " " T " $ b i v a r i a t e F e a t u r e
[ 1 ] " AR " " AN " " AD " " AC " " AQ " " AE " " AG " " AH " " AL " " AI " " AK " " AM " " AF " " AP " " AS " [ 1 6 ] " AT " " AW " " AY " " AV " " RN " " RD " " RC " " RQ " " RE " " RG " " RH " " RL " " RI " " RK " " RM " [ 3 1 ] " RF " " RP " " RS " " RT " " RW " " RY " " RV " " ND " " NC " " NQ " " NE " " NG " " NH " " NL " " NI " [ 4 6 ] " NK " " NM " " NF " " NP " " NS " " NT " " NW " " NY " " NV " " DC " " DQ " " DE " " DG " " DH " " DL " [ 6 1 ] " DI " " DK " " DM " " DF " " DP " " DS " " DT " " DW " " DY " " DV " " CQ " " CE " " CG " " CH " " CL " [ 7 6 ] " CI " " CK " " CM " " CF " " CP " " CS " " CT " " CW " " CY " " CV " " QE " " QG " " QH " " QL " " QI " [ 9 1 ] " QK " " QM " " QF " " QP " " QS " " QT " " QW " " QY " " QV " " EG " " EH " " EL " " EI " " EK " " EM " [ 1 0 6 ] " EF " " EP " " ES " " ET " " EW " " EY " " EV " " GH " " GL " " GI " " GK " " GM " " GF " " GP " " GS " [ 1 2 1 ] " GT " " GW " " GY " " GV " " HL " " HI " " HK " " HM " " HF " " HP " " HS " " HT " " HW " " HY " " HV " [ 1 3 6 ] " LI " " LK " " LM " " LF " " LP " " LS " " LT " " LW " " LY " " LV " " IK " " IM " " IF " " IP " " IS " [ 1 5 1 ] " IT " " IW " " IY " " IV " " KM " " KF " " KP " " KS " " KT " " KW " " KY " " KV " " MF " " MP " " MS " [ 1 6 6 ] " MT " " MW " " MY " " MV " " FP " " FS " " FT " " FW " " FY " " FV " " PS " " PT " " PW " " PY " " PV " [ 1 8 1 ] " ST " " SW " " SY " " SV " " TW " " TY " " TV " " WY " " WV " " YV " In this section, we build the connection between our Bayesian GLMs framework and the GTR model. GTR is a special case within our framework under a particular configuration. Our main conclusion is that a Normal prior f nor (w) on weights w under GTR is equivalent to a log-Normal prior on exchangeable coefficients θ {x,x } , for any {x, x } ∈ X unordered,dist. , the set of unordered distinct pairs of states and a logisticNormal prior on the stationary distribution π x if the GTR rate matrix Q is parameterized by θ {x,x } and π x .
Configuration of GTR using Bayesian GLMs
For any x, x ∈ X , x = x , Q is defined as
where θ {x,x } = θ {x ,x} under the reversible assumption.
The dimension of w denoted as P is equal to the total number of univariate features M statio and bivariate features M bi for any unordered pair of states under GTR. The total number of states is |X |. The univariate features for the π-exponential family are used to define the stationary distribution, where we have the constraint that x∈X π x = 1. Thus,
Under our Bayesian reversible matrix GLMs configuration,
We pick an arbitrary state x * as a reference such that
hence, for any other state x ,
To simplify notations, we order the first M statio elements of w to be the weights for univariate features. Thus, we have
For any x = x, define
where (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e p ) forms a basis of R P . Given any state x ∈ X , k x is the index such that the k x th element of w represents the weight for univariate feature x .
We use the (M statio + 1)th to the (M statio + M bi )th elements of w to calculate the exchangeable coefficients with
Similarly, k x,x is the index such that the k x,x th element of w corresponds to the bivariate feature {x, x } used to define θ {x,x } (w), where x = x .
Proof of equivalence under GTR configuration
Our goal is to show a Normal prior f nor (w) on w under GTR configuration within our framework is equivalent to a log-Normal on the exchangeable coefficients θ {x,x } and a logistic-Normal prior on the stationary distribution π x if Q is parameterized by θ {x,x } and π x instead of w. To achieve this, we only need to show after a variable transformation from w under a Normal prior to θ {x,x } and π x parameterization under GTR, the prior for θ {x,x } and π x is log-Normal and logistic-Normal, respectively. We first present the definition of multivariate log-Normal and logistic-Normal distribution. Then we summarize our result in Theorem 8.1.
Definition 8.1 (Section 2, Tarmast (2001)). Let X = (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X p ) be a p-component random vector having a multivariate Normal distribution with mean v and covariance matrix B = (b ij ), denoted as mlnN (v, B). We use the transformation
The density of Y is multivariate log-Normal distribution and has the following form:
where 0 < y i < ∞, log y = (log y 1 , log y 2 , . . . , log y p ) and y i = exp(x i ).
Definition 8.2 (Definition, Atchison and Shen (1980) 
The logistic transformation from R d to G d or its inverse log ratio transformation:
where u d+1 = 1 − d j=1 u j , can be used to define a logistic-Normal distribution over G d and we can say that u is L d (µ, Σ), assuming r follows the multivariate Normal distribution
Theorem 8.1. Following the configuration of Section 8.1, if we assign f nor (w) = N (0, Σ) on w = (w 1 , . . . , w P ), via the transformation defined in Equation (8.4), (8.5) and (8.6), the prior of θ {x,x } and π x is a multivariate log-Normal distribution and a logistic-Normal distribution, where
unordered,dist. , x ∈ X , i = 1, 2, . . . , P , and P = M statio + M bi . We assume elements in w are ordered such that the first M statio elements correspond to univariate features and the rest correspond to bivariate features.
Proof. Denote the likelihood function given the observations y and the weights w as f y|Q (y|Q (rev) (w)), the posterior distribution of w given y as f w|y (w|y). The value of the likelihood function does not change with different parameterizations, hence,
via the transformation defined in Equation (8.4), (8.5) and (8.6), where Q (rev) (θ {x,x } , π x ) represents Q is parameterized by θ {x,x } and π instead of w.
Based on the independence of w i and w j , for any i = j, denote f y|Q (y|Q (rev) (w j )) as the marginal likelihood which has integrated over all other elements of w except the jth element.
Consider the bivariate features, that is for any
According to Equation (8.6), without loss of generality, assuming k x,x = j, we have
Note that θ {x,x } = exp(w j ) is a variable transformation of w j . Hence,
(8.9) Equation (8.7) and (8.9) show that if the prior on w j is N (0, σ 2 j ), the prior of θ {x,x } = exp(w j ) follows lnN (0, σ 2 j ) according to Definition 8.1 of log-normal distribution in one dimension.
Regarding the bivariate features, we conclude that θ {x,x } , for any x, x ∈ X unordered,dist. , is independent with each other and they follow a multivariate log-Normal distribution mlnN (0, B) based on Definition 8.1, where B is a diagonal matrix with B i,i = (σ 
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Figure 10: Stationary distributions on the protein kinase domain family data. "Estimated" refers to the stationary distribution based on the posterior mean of the univariate weights in our Bayesian model. "Empirical" refers to the empirical frequency counts, which is sometimes used in lieu of estimates derived from CTMC models (e.g., Cao et al. (1994) ). Note that even though the two estimates are broadly similar, they also quantitatively differ in important aspects. Table 4 : Summary of the ESS per 10 6 seconds for the stationary distribution and exchangeable coefficients with auxiliary variable and without, denoted as "Aux" and "No Aux" respectively, with estimates inferred under a PolaritySizeGtr model with fixed = 5 × 10 −7 and L = 30, while fixing the topology and branch lengths to the true one with a simulated amino acid dataset of 10 leaves and 5000 sites generated under a PolaritySizeGtr model.
